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THE BEST RESTAURANTS UNVEILED 

The Official 2023 Haute Grandeur Global Restaurant Awards recognizes the top-rated restaurants 

from around the world that offer exceptional customer service, high standards and unparalleled 

guest experiences. 

Award-winning establishments are perceived as the benchmark in the industry and Haute Grandeur 

Global Restaurant Awards only award the most remarkable, of already exceptional restaurants. This 

year the standout comments submitted by first-hand customer experiences included quality of food, 

ambience and atmosphere, service, creativity, location and value. Award-winning restaurants have 

gone above and beyond to create unforgettable experiences to their guests from the smallest details 

to the grandest gestures. 

“These Awards trigger greater success in already remarkable industry, the winners set a new 

standard of excellence,” says Founder and President, Marinique de Wet. “The Haute Grandeur Global 

Restaurant Awards is more than just a celebration of our dignitaries’ achievements. It honors the 

principles of hard work, commitment, determination, leadership and success. continues de Wet. 

"Their outstanding commitment to excellence set these award-winning restaurants apart from their 

competitors when looking for the best dining experiences. " 

Restaurant Okapi at Pullman Kinshasa Grand Hotel has won an Excellence Award for: 

• Best Head Chef on a Global level (Jerome Cartailler) 
• Best Hotel Restaurant in Africa 

Restaurant Etoile at Pullman Kinshasa Grand Hotel has won an Excellence Award for: 

• Best Luxury Rooftop Restaurant in Africa 
• Best Sushi Restaurant in Africa 

Restaurant Aux Paillottes at Pullman Kinshasa Grand Hotel has won an Excellence Award for: 

• Best Garden Restaurant in Africa 
• Best Grill in Democratic Republic of the Congo 

About Restaurant Okapi at Pullman Kinshasa Grand Hotel:  

Restaurant Okapi at Pullman Kinshasa Grand Hotel, located within the prestigious Pullman Kinshasa 

hotel, offers an exceptional dining experience by combining international flavors with local 

ingredients sourced from Congo's rich culinary heritage. With impeccable service, extensive wine 

selection, and a charming ambiance, Restaurant Okapi at Pullman Kinshasa Grand Hotel sets itself 

apart as one of Africa's finest hotel restaurants. 

 

About Restaurant Etoile at Pullman Kinshasa Grand Hotel:  



Renowned Restaurant Etoile at Pullman Kinshasa Grand Hotel is an exquisite restaurant located on 

the 9th floor of the prestigious Pullman Kinshasa hotel. Led by Chef Robin, an Asian specialist 

renowned for his expertise in crafting authentic sushi dishes, it offers guests a truly exceptional 

dining experience. With its commitment to using only the freshest ingredients sourced from around 

the world and impeccable service, Restaurant Etoile at Pullman Kinshasa Grand Hotel has solidified 

its position as one of Africa's top restaurants. 

 

About Restaurant Aux Paillottes at Pullman Kinshasa Grand Hotel: 

Located by the pool of Pullman Kinshasa, Restaurant Aux Paillottes at Pullman Kinshasa Grand Hotel 

is a renowned grill restaurant that offers guests a unique culinary experience combining traditional 

techniques with contemporary flavors. With its picturesque surroundings and exceptional culinary 

offerings. The Restaurant Aux Paillottes at Pullman Kinshasa Grand Hotel offers casual ambiance and 

impeccable service delivered by highly trained staff members. In addition to grilled delicacies, they 

are also known for serving the finest pizzas in town. 

   

 

 


